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The work reported here aims to address the effects of time-dependent parameters and stochas-
ticity on decision-making in biological systems. We achieve this by extending previous studies that
resorted to simple normal forms. Yet, we focus primarily on the issue of the system’s sensitivity to
initial conditions in the presence of different noise distributions. In addition, we assess the impact
of two-way sweeping through the critical region of a canonical Pitchfork bifurcation with a con-
stant external asymmetry. The parallel with decision-making in bio-circuits is performed on this
simple system since it is equivalent in its available states and dynamics to more complex genetic
circuits. Overall, we verify that rate-dependent effects are specific to particular initial conditions.
Information processing for each starting state is affected by the balance between sweeping speed
through critical regions, and the type of fluctuations added. For a heavy-tail noise, forward-reverse
dynamic bifurcations are more efficient in processing the information contained in external signals,
when compared to the system relying on escape dynamics, if it starts at an attractor not favoured
by the asymmetry and, in conjunction, if the sweeping amplitude is large.
PACS numbers: 87.18.-h, 87.18.Cf, 87.16.Yc, 05.45.-a,87.18.Tt
Keywords: Pitchfork bifurcation, rate-dependent effects on attractor selection, Gaussian noise, Le´vy noise,
cellular decision making.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fidelity with which cellular systems respond to ex-
ternal fluctuations has generated an increasing interest in
quantifying the resultant downstream effects that elicit
dynamic responses [1–4]. The idea of robustness in the
face of unpredictable external drivers has also been preva-
lent in other areas, particularly in evolutionary biology.
There, systems are seen, to an extent, as being the re-
sult of continuously changing environments determining
fitness [5, 6]. In more clinically oriented applications, al-
beit in the realm of evolutionary biology, the idea of an
external control has also been important in the design of
adaptive and optimal therapies under a stochastic con-
trol paradigm [7, 8]. Adding to this body of work, recent
developments in bio-pattern formation have shown that
path-dependent effects imposed by external sources are a
significant component of observed phenotypic outcomes
[9]. The subject of an external driver inducing bifurca-
tions in the underlying intrinsic dynamics has been less
debated in biology. The study of such systems opens
up several research avenues that only recently have at-
tracted considerable interest [10–12]. Therefore, there is
scope for extensive testing, from a computational point
of view, of the relevant features brought from stochas-
tic open-systems undergoing critical transitions [13–17].
The main ingredients from this area that we will ex-
plore in the context of decision making in biology are the
following: critical parameter time-dependence; passage
through a critical region at different rates; stochasticity
hindering the convergence to any of the new emerging
states.
In this work, we extend previous studies that sought
applications in network biology and that were developed
by some of the authors [11, 12, 18, 19]. A representa-
tive low order circuit underlying such studies, the inte-
grative signalling-gene regulatory switch, is depicted in
Fig. 1 (a); its structure can be tweaked so as to resemble
other circuits behind observed phenomena (see for exam-
ple [20]). In addition, in the same figure, we also show the
phase diagram corresponding to a set of non-linear dif-
ferential equations including activation, translation and
transcription of crucial proteins, in this case transcription
factors. By varying the values of signals S1 and S2, which
in the case of Fig. 1 (a) work as the external drivers,
we are able to generate typical regimes observed in sys-
tems relevant to experiments [10, 21, 22]. The mechanism
of Speed-dependent Cellular Decision Making (SdCDM)
[11], which arises from crossing the critical region (IL,H
to IIA) at different rates, is one of such regimes. Here,
instead of relying on the integrative genetic switch once
again, we will opt for simple standard norm forms that
exhibit similar behaviours and regimes to those repre-
sented in Fig. 1 (b). In fact, the effects of S1 and S2 can
be economically modelled by a supercritical Pitchfork bi-
furcation normal form with coupled time-dependent crit-
ical parameter and external asymmetry (see Eq. 1) [18].
This normal form has been successfully used in the study
of genetic circuits behind, for example, decision mak-
ing in haematopoietic cell differentiation regulated by
GATA1 and PU.1 [10, 21]. More recent work has also
resorted to the idea of the bi-stable potential with exter-
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FIG. 1. Representative low order genetic switch with external stimulation. (a) Schematic representation of circuit: nodes X
and Y stand for transcription factors that can be activated to generate Xa,b. S1,2 represents external or upstream signals
inducing the activation; black lines represent transcriptional reactions, leading to induction or repression of production of X
and Y ; grey lines depict activation or protein-protein interactions. (b) Phase diagram in the space of (S1, S2). Thin lines
represent borders between different regimes: IL,H stands for monostability, with X having a low (L) or a high value (H). IIA
denotes bistability between two states at which X and Y have opposite concentrations, (high, low) or (low, high). See [11] for
details of the underlying equations.
nal drivers in order understand the influence of signalling
on expression dynamics in the GATA−NANOG circuit
in embryonic stem cells [22]. Schroter and co-workers
[22] postulated that the integrated system and respective
model might be a general network architecture to inte-
grate the activity of signal transduction pathways and
transcriptional regulators and, in this biological context,
serve to balance proportions of cell fates in several en-
vironments. The idea of cellular response as integrated
response to external drivers is, therefore, also present in
this work. Despite the issue of bifurcations, or critical
transitions, not making part of the model underlying the
study reported in [22], their system can also be tested
under the framework highlighted below and explored in
[11, 18].
Our choice of a standard normal form allows us to link
our findings to previous theoretical work on dynamic bi-
furcations and, ultimately, serves as a bridge to investiga-
tions of the importance of rate-dependent effects in com-
plex noisy genetic networks. The work presented here is,
above all, an investigation into the sensitivity to initial
conditions when all of the ingredients reported above are
present. Unlike before [18], we study the effects of both
forward and reverse bifurcations when trajectories start
in the bi-stability region. We further delve into the im-
portance of fluctuations following different distributions:
the typical Gaussian and that arising in the literature of
Le´vy processes in biology [23]. The latter is an important
alternative to modelling transitions between states even
when noise amplitudes are small and constitutes a viable
candidate for modelling cell fate decision as an escape
problem [23–25].
II. DYNAMICALLY BIFURCATING SYSTEMS
WITH NOISE AND ASYMMETRIES
A. Forward bifurcations
A typical bifurcation representing decision-making in
biology [10, 11] or second-order phase transitions in phys-
ical systems [13, 26–30] is that underlying Eq. (1). In the
case where the external asymmetry g(t) is zero and the
bifurcation parameter λ is independent of time, Eq. (1),
which represents a supercritical Pitchfork normal form,
has the unique asymptotically stable solution xs = 0
when λ < 0. For positive values of λ, three solutions can
be clearly shown to appear: the asymptotically stable
branches given by ±√x and the trivial unstable solution
xs = 0.
x˙ = λ(t)x − x3 + g(t) (1)
λ(t) = λ0 + γt (2)
In the work presented here, we are interested in the so-
lutions of Eq. (1) when g(t) is not zero. This asymmetry
can be seen as a representation of discrepancies between
upstream signals to a circuit regulating cell fate decision
(see for example Fig. 1 (a) and also [18]). If the asymme-
try is held at a constant value g, the previous bifurcation
point disappears and a new picture emerges made of 3
branches at λ = λc: a connected set of solutions with
positive values, x+, a disconnected branch with negative
values, x−, and an unstable branch xu (see Fig. 2 (a)). In
this imperfect bifurcation the branches are separated by a
minimum distance dmin = (∆X)λ=λc = (x+−x−)λ=λc =
3
(
g
2
) 1
3 ; as g is increased so is the distance between solu-
tions at λc. In addition, the critical point λc is displaced
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FIG. 2. Rate-dependent effects in forward dynamic bifurcations in conjunction with asymmetries and noise. (a) Bifurcation
diagrams for g = 0.01 and g = 0.05. Also shown in blue are the deterministic trajectories for g = 0.05 when γ = 0.01 (thinner),
0.1 (intermediate) and 1 (thicker) and x(0) = xs(λ = −1). (b) Selectivity R with noise amplitude σ, for g = 0.05 and γ = 1,
when the system starts at xs(λ = −1), represented as PI . Also shown is the selectivity for the system when λ(t) = 1 and the
initial conditions are at the upper branch (U), lower branch (L), and at the point equal to the steady-state xs(λ = −1) (PII).
(c) With asymmetry g, for σ = 0.1 and γ = 1. As in (c) we also show results for the case where λ is not swept and remains
equal to 1. Curves for starting points U and L did not change with g and are not shown. (d) With sweeping speed γ, when
g = 0.05 and σ = 0.1. Black lines: Gaussian noise. Green: Le´vy noise, with µ = 1.8, c = 1/100 and ξu = 5 (see Eq. 6 and 5).
1000 trajectories were used in the calculation of R, the percentage attracted to x+.
towards positive values of λ by 3
(
g
2
) 2
3 [18]. We should
add that the connected and disconnected branches in-
vert their positions if, contrary to Fig. 2 (a), we impose
a negative asymmetry. Other types of bifurcation have
been selected as models of cell decision making in biology
[10, 20, 21, 31, 32]. The idea behind the work presented
here is still valid in those cases although the framework
has to be adapted for optimal representation.
As was explored in the previous work [18], our aim is
to understand the effects of drivers on the behaviour of
a system regulated by Eq. (1). In [18], we studied the
effect of a ramped bifurcation parameter (Eq. 2) and a
coupled time-dependent transient asymmetry g(t). This
work was motivated by integrative signalling-gene regu-
latory circuits (see Fig. 1) that exhibit the same critical
behaviour [11]. By studying the effect of sweeping the
system through the critical region under different γ rates
(Eq. 2), in the presence of fluctuations, we were able to
prove the existence of speed-dependent effects in branch
selectivity. The same holds for constant external asym-
metries, even if they are much smaller than 1 [26, 27].
In both cases, the percentage of trajectories (R, selec-
tivity) in a stochastic simulation that are attracted to
the branch favoured by the asymmetry is proportional to
Eq. 3, where σ represents the amplitude of fluctuations, g
the asymmetry, γ the critical parameter sweeping speed
(Eq. 2), erf(.) the error function and α = 0 and β = 1 if g
is constant. Two of the main contributors to the sensitiv-
ity of the system to the effect of the external asymmetry
is the inflexion of the connected branch and the position
of λc (observe Fig. 2 (a)) [18, 26, 27, 33]. These factors, in
conjunction with lower sweeping speeds, increase branch
selectivity in a significant way due to lower switching de-
lays [14, 18, 26, 27, 33]; these are defined as the additional
time spent near the potential unstable boundary after the
system goes through the critical point [14]. This result
is observed even if the amplitude of fluctuations with re-
spect to the asymmetry is large [18].
R ∝ 1
2
[
1 + erf
[
g
σ
(
α+ β
(
pi
γ
) 1
4
)]]
× 100 (3)
The switching delay dependence on sweeping speed can
be clearly verified in Fig. 2 (a), where several determin-
istic trajectories are plotted for a constant g = 0.05.
The system was initially started at the stable branch for
λ = −1 and λ was subsequently changed according to
the linear law represented in Eq. 2. As is evident, lower
sweeping rates induce paths that are further away from
the unstable state when the critical region emerges. The
instant where the switch begins can be demonstrated to
4be proportional to 1/γ, a factor that also influences the
probability of reaching the branch favoured by g when
fluctuations are incorporated [18, 26, 28, 34, 35]. The
effects of g also reduce the probability of escape over
the potential barrier, located along the unstable state,
and which can be estimated to be located at − gλ−λc far
beyond λc. The time-scales and probability for these
transitions can be modelled under the Kramer’s classical
theory [36].
1. The effect of noise model on branch selectivity
One of the motivations for the work presented here
is understanding if differences in noise distribution af-
fect differently the system’s memory of initial positions.
In addition, we also aim to verify once again if rate-
dependent effects are still a determinant in state selec-
tion. Our previous work tested memory of transient
signals when the system was driven through the criti-
cal region in one direction only [11, 18]. Here, we change
slightly the scope and invest in simulations that highlight
both the effect of initial conditions and a forward-reverse
bifurcation scenario. This is closer to the situations ob-
served in experimental biology where signals often have a
transient character [37] or more complex profiles [4, 38].
Before evaluating the forward-reverse dynamic bifur-
cation scenario, let us first address the simple system
represented in Fig. 2 (a) when fluctuations are present
(ξ(t) in Eq. 4), so that we pin down the crucial aspects
underlying branch selectivity for the noise distributions
tested here.
x˙ =λ(t)x − x3 + g + ξ(t) (4)
As expected from the diagram represented in Fig. 2
(a) and the deterministic trajectories plotted in blue,
the overall shape of the distribution of trajectories when
the control parameter λ is passed through the critical
region is approximately Gaussian; at the same time it
gradually drifts due to the positive external asymmetry
g. Along with this bias in the process, the distribution
also spreads up to the point where the critical value is
reached λ = λc = 3
(
g
2
) 2
3 ; at this moment it starts reflect-
ing the bi-modality exerted by the bi-stability region [18].
Around the critical region and just before the onset of bi-
stability, fluctuations are amplified and the convergence
times towards the attractor are hindered. This may be
counterbalanced by a strong eternal field in conjunction
with a slowly changed λ (Fig. 2 (c) and (d)) [18, 26, 35].
Two distributions were tested for the noise term ξ(t)
in Eq. 4: the standard Gaussian and the Le´vy distribu-
tion. The assumption of a Gaussian is consistent with
previous work [18, 26, 27, 30] and follows the typical as-
sumptions in the literature: zero mean and correlation
〈ξ(t), ξ(t′)〉 = σ2dtδ(t − t′). The Le´vy noise term is, on
the other hand, less common. Its usage in biology was
recently proven to be a valid approach to studying the
effect of fluctuations in bi-stable systems [23]. We re-
sort to this additional noise paradigm with the intent of
understanding if the long tail characteristic of the Le´vy
distributed noise influences considerably the memory of
initial conditions. This follows from the work on the role
of stochasticity in biology as a major determinant of cell
decision outcomes in different environments, by way of
crossing/escaping over potential barriers [23–25] or by
noise-induced symmetry breaking [39].
In order to test the Le´vy noise it was necessary to
truncate the distribution at an upper level, thus avoiding
impractical extreme values. The percentile function for
a Le´vy distribution truncated to the support ξ ∈ [µ, ξu],
where µ is the normal lower truncation due to the shift
parameter µ and ξu is the upper truncation level, can
be observed in Eq. 5, where F (ξ) is the Le´vy cumulative
density function (Eq. 6).
p(ξ) = c2[erfc−1(F (ξu)ξ)]2 + µ (5)
F (ξ) = erfc(
√
c
2(ξ−µ) ) (6)
Here, c is the scale parameter of the Le´vy distribution
and erfc−1(x) the inverse complementary error function.
Varying the intensity parameter, σ, for the Le´vy dis-
tributed noise model (with g = 0.05, γ = 1), we can
observe that for σ ≤ 0.08 it follows a similar behaviour
to the Gaussian distributed model, where the percentage
of paths attracted to each attractor converges towards
equality as the amplitude increases (Fig. 2 (b)). Contrary
to the Gaussian model, for σ > 0.08, the probability of
reaching the attractor favoured by the asymmetry then
converges towards 1. To gain an understanding of the
general path behaviour leading to the results discussed
here, we have to recall that when crossing the σ thresh-
old observed in Fig. 2 (b), a qualitatively different regime
ensues. Beyond λc branch to branch transitions can oc-
cur that hinder the identification of the signal represented
by g. Since the propensity for transitions to take place
is larger with Le´vy noise, the percentage of trajectories
reaching x+ should further decrease in a much more sig-
nificant way. Nevertheless, there are two fundamental
components at play. First, the escape rate diminishes as
λ reaches higher values, especially from x+ to x−; this
arises from the difference between the potential associ-
ated with x+,− and xu becoming larger as λ is swept [30].
Therefore, the potential difference traps the system in
x+ due to g. On another side, if the simulations are long
enough, the chances of converging towards the positive
branch are higher due to the positive heavy-tailed Le´vy
noise term. Consequently, for sufficiently large noise am-
plitudes and longer trajectories, most paths eventually
converge to the positive attractor as the synergy between
the two components emphasized above is stronger than
the destructive power of fluctuations. This explains the
unusual curve in Fig. 2 (b), when the initial condition is
at PI and λ is driven through the critical region.
5The effect of the asymmetry g as a state selector can
be visualized in Fig. 2 (c). For both noise distributions
the capture of the trajectories by the upper branch, for a
constant sweeping rate γ = 1, is more efficient for higher
values of g. As mentioned above, this results from both
the position of the critical value λc and the inflexion of
the upper branch (see also Eq. 3 for an approximate ex-
pression). This result had been seen in previous publica-
tions [11, 18] and follows intuitively from the observation
of the deterministic trajectories depicted in Fig. 2. For
these specific results, the noise amplitude used is below
the threshold mentioned in the previous paragraph. The
evaluation of the impact of the external asymmetry as a
state selector is, therefore, not confounded with the ef-
fects of the positive heavy-tail of the Le´vy distribution
(Fig. 2 (b)).
Cell decision making has been widely modelled as a
process where the most probable outcome is already en-
coded in the distribution of attractors; this perspective
sees the desired decision outcomes arising simply by at-
tractor to attractor transitions induced by noise (see for
example [23]). Here, as was the case of previous publi-
cations by some of the authors of this study, we evaluate
a different decision-making paradigm. Nevertheless, it
is important to verify which scenario is more efficient in
processing information. In Fig. 2 (b) and (c), the values
of R computed when λ is time-dependent and follows
Eq. 2 can be compared with those when it is held at its
maximum. In the latter, branch selectivity is solely deter-
mined by escape dynamics, not the dynamic bifurcation.
Overall, when λ is held at 1, the Gaussian term requires
much larger noise amplitudes to tilt the percentage to-
wards 50 and is, therefore, ineffective in eliciting jumps
over the potential barrier. The Le´vy distributed noise al-
lows, on the other hand, for jumps to occur across the po-
tential barrier which explains the tendency for R to reach
50% at much lower noise amplitudes. Comparing the se-
lectivity obtained under a dynamic bifurcation (starting
point PI in Fig. 2 (b) and (c)), with a comparable sit-
uation resulting from escape over the potential barrier
(starting point PII in Fig. 2 (b) and (c)), we verify that,
over most σ’s and asymmetries, crossing through the crit-
ical region enhances selectivity. This is a fundamental re-
sult for understanding the results in the forward-reverse
dynamic bifurcation explored in section II B.
Regarding the rate-dependent effects on the propen-
sity for reaching the attractors favoured by g, it is clear
that this state selection mechanism is present when both
noise distributions are used (Fig. 2 (b)). As observed in
previous studies [18], larger γ’s destroy the information
contained in g, a consequence felt stronger if the heavy-
tale noise distribution is imposed.
B. Forward-reverse bifurcations
Typical external signals in biology have complex pro-
files [38] and adequate responses to each of the signal
characteristics has to occur, to an extent, in the induced
expression patterns [37, 40]. Previously, we proved that
the swicthing delays and the asymmetries in expression
patterns induced by external signals can be understood
by the simple normal forms represented in Eq. 1 [11, 18]
(see also section IIA). Yet, as remarked before, the effect
of signals on decision making do not push the system in
one direction only as they usually return to basal levels;
this clearly induces crossing of the critical region in the
reverse direction [37] (see Fig. 3 (a)). Moreover, the na-
ture of signals and networks in biology dictates that the
drivers are often compounded [30] and stochastic [4]. A
forward-reverse simulation experiment stands, therefore,
as a closer representation of the dynamical behaviour of
the typical circuitry determining cellular decision mak-
ing. An interesting contribution to the subject of recur-
rent bifurcations was also explored through determinis-
tic forcings, although the effects of stochasticity were not
approached [41] and the motivation was not the study
of biological networks. Here, in order to understand the
main ingredients at play in these complex scenarios, we
generalize the sweeping process in both directions; the
system starts in the bi-stability region, crosses into the
monostability region and inverts the movement back to
the parameter value it started. This is represented in
Fig. 3 (a), which can be reproduced by changing λ(t) to
−λ(t) in Eq. 1.
1. Effects of sweeping speed and stochasticity for different
initial conditions
The scenario explored in section IIA helps us under-
stand each stage of the experiment represented in Fig. 3
(a): the forward sweeping segment destroys the memory
of the initial conditions; the backward segment, studied
in section IIA, takes the degradation of the initial infor-
mation encoded in the state of the system at the point
of reversal, and tries to recover the position at t = 0.
It should be pointed out that, at a particular sweeping
speed γ, if the sweeping amplitude is large enough, con-
vergence to the upper branch is always present in a de-
terministic setting (see trajectories in Fig. 3 (a)). The
presence of fluctuations (ξ(t) in Eq. 4), which represent
stochastic processes inherent to each stage of the inte-
grative genetic circuits [1–4, 42], hinder the capacity of
the system to respond to external signals: here the time-
dependent profile of λ and g. In this sense, both sources
contain information that is processed by the normal form.
The initial condition constitutes the third source.
If we start the system at U , L or I represented in Fig. 3
(a), it either retains or loses the information contained at
the initial instant while responding and processing γ(t)
and g. During the forward segment the trajectories tend
to converge to the only available steady-state solution af-
ter crossing the critical region at −λc. This convergence
is affected by the same parameters as the scenario ex-
plored in a previous section where one-way only sweeps
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FIG. 3. Sensitivity of branch selectivity to initial conditions, sweeping speed and amplitude in forward-reverse dynamic
bifurcations. (a) Bifurcation diagram indicating sweeping directions, starting conditions and deterministic trajectories. U :
steady-state at upper branch for λ0 = −2 . I : intermediate steady state for λ0 = λc = 3
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) 2
3 . L: lower steady-state for
λ0 = −2. (b) Selectivity R with γFwd = 1 and γRev = γ. (c) γFwd = γRev = γ. (d) γFwd = γRev = 1 and maximum amplitude
of λ. Black lines: Gaussian noise. Green: Le´vy noise, with µ = 1.8, c = 1/100 and ξu = 5 (see Eq. 6 and 5). 1000 trajectories
were used in the calculation of R, the percentage attracted to x+. g = 0.05. σ = 0.1. Fwd: forward segment. Rev: reverse
segment.
were included. If the sweeping speed is sufficiently low,
the system is allowed to converge in the monostability
region. Once λ is forced back to the starting point, the
backward segment, the propensity to be captured by the
basin of attraction of the branch favoured by g changes
much more if the simulations start at L and I. In either,
larger sweeping rates reduce the sensitivity of the system
to g but increase the likelihood of maintaining memory of
the initial condition (see Fig. 3 (c)); lower sweeping rates
have the opposite effect. The reasons behind this can also
be understood by inspecting the deterministic trajecto-
ries in Fig. 3 (a). Since given enough sweeping amplitude
convergence to the upper branch is always observed in a
deterministic setting, the likelihood of the system con-
verging to the original lower branch is increased only if
the differences in the system’s relaxation time-scale and
that of λ(t) are significantly different [14, 27]. A similar
reasoning holds for trajectories starting at U , although
the convergence properties after reaching the monostable
region are different. In this case, lower sweeping rates
secure that the upper bifurcation branch x+ is tracked
at all times during the forward segment of the forward-
backward experiment. If the same sweeping rate is held
in the backward segment, the trajectories always track
the connected branch and sensitivity to g is secured. In
addition, memory of the initial condition is also present.
Yet, an interesting feature is verified when γ is increased
from low values to values above 1. In this region, initially
the trend is as expected: higher rates destroy information
despite still helping to track the upper branch in the for-
ward sweeping segment. Although the reverse segment
is done at the same speed, at this stage it is sufficient to
put the mean value among replicated trajectories closer
to the unstable boundary which, as was explained above,
enhances the propensity to jump across the potential bar-
rier. On the other hand, the chances of remaining in the
attractor basin of the upper branch, presuming we start
at U , increase once again to very high values as we cross
the threshold of γ ≈ 1. This stems from not tracking
the connected branch and the resulting distance to the
stable solution once the monostability region is reached.
Not being able to converge fast enough secures reduced
branch to branch transitions once the system is reversed
and, naturally, an improvement in R. This trend also
occurs when Le´vy noise is used, although consistently
with its typical shape, selectivity is smaller than that
achieved with the typical Guassian noise. For the results
pertaining to the starting points L and I, once again an
interesting feature is observed when the heavy-tail distri-
bution is used. Despite an increase in sweeping rate in-
ducing the expected results, the relative magnitude with
respect to the results obtained with the Gaussian noise
term is inverted. This can also be attributed to the like-
lihood of larger positive deviations being more prevalent
in the Le´vy distribution, which in combination with the
fact that very large sweeping rates trap the system in the
7starting basin of attraction, improves the relative sensi-
tivity to g (see Fig. 3 (c)).
Also regarding the importance of critical parameter
sweeping speed in the forward and backward segments,
Fig. 3 (b) demonstrates that if γFwd is held at 1 and
γRev is varied, the effects registered before for equal rates
is less pronounced, despite the general tendency being
the same. Therefore, differences in the sweeping seg-
ments may also be a potential mechanism for optimal
cellular decision making. This is reminiscent of path-
dependent effects recently observed in bio-circuits regu-
lating pattern selection [9], of expression dynamics be-
hind stress-induced response [43] and, to an extent, of
high-dimensional versions of the integrated circuit rep-
resented in Fig. 1 (a) [12]. The combination of time-
dependent signals and their shape [37], including ascend-
ing and descending rates, may have an influence on the
probability of reaching certain attractors/cell fates.
2. Varying the elapsed time before system reversal
When simulating the system according to the same nu-
merical recipe as that presented in the previous section,
it is of interest to inspect how the amount of time elapsed
before the system is reversed affects the number of paths
attracted to each attractor. For maximum values of λ be-
low 1, 100% of the paths converge to the positive steady
state if the starting point is U and the noise model is
Gaussian (see Fig. 3 (a) and (d)). This slowly decreases
as maximum amplitudes of λ are gradually increased to 3.
Attaining larger values of λ before reversal allows for the
convergence of the system to the solutions represented
by the upper branch, which is favoured by the constant
external asymmetry. This is fundamentally important
because although the drift rate is approximately g, the
relaxation to the equilibrium in the monostability region
is quite slow for values of λ not far from λc; for example,
at λ = 0, the position of the steady state is approxi-
mately (g(λ = 0))1/3, which makes the relaxation time
(g(λ = 0))−2/3 [27]. Therefore, larger maximum ampli-
tudes increase the convergence rate. On the other hand,
proximity to the stable positive branch at large λ values
implies proximity to the unstable branch if the sweep-
ing speed is sufficiently high once the critical parameter
is reversed (see also section IIA). This, in turn, affects
the capacity of the system to retain information of the
starting condition due to the importance of the sweep-
ing rate in enhancing the likelihood of escape, especially
in fluctuation distributions with larger jumps (see also
Fig. 2).
For lower starting positions (L or I in Fig. 3 (a)), the
reverse scenario is observed (Fig. 3 (d)). As the forward
sweeping maximum λ amplitude is increased the more ef-
ficient the asymmetry is; towards larger values all start-
ing positions attain roughly a selectivity of 80% and 60%
for Gaussian and Le´vy noises, respectively. A similar
reasoning as that presented above is valid here. Yet, the
tendency observed is that larger amplitudes lead to an
improvement of the effectiveness of g as a state selector
in the face of fluctuations.
The effect of the distribution of fluctuations is once
again verified, especially for starting positions L and I
(see Fig. 3 (a)): the Le´vy distribution leads to lower se-
lectivities for larger sweeping amplitudes, i.e when prox-
imity of sample paths to the unstable state is more proba-
ble. On the other hand, the larger asymmetry for positive
jumps in ξ (see Eq. 4) when a Le´vy noise term is used
works to increase the relative R if lower sweeping ampli-
tudes are imposed, i.e. when distances to the unstable
branch are such that the Gaussian noise is not as success-
ful in eliciting jumps into the basing of attraction of the
selected branch. Despite the fact that the Le´vy distribu-
tion has a long tail towards positive jumps, which effec-
tively secured an overwhelming bias towards the positive
branch for large σ’s when one-way only dynamic bifur-
cations were tested (section IIA 1), the results plotted in
Fig. 3 (d) were derived with σ = 0.1. At this amplitude
the imbalance towards the upper branch is still relatively
minor (see Fig.2 (b) and Eqs.6 and 5) and its success in
increasing selectivity is only secured in conjunction with
the other ingredient tested in this section. This synergy
is, in many ways, similar to that observed in Fig. 3 (c),
where lower sweeping rates exert a similar action to that
of larger sweeping amplitudes. We must also add that
the order of the respective selectivity curves is consistent
with the distance of the initial conditions to the steady-
state favoured by g.
III. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK
Several important contributions stemming from non-
equilibrium physics have been applied to the problem of
information processing in bio-circuits [39, 44, 45]. The
equally rich field of open-systems [13, 15, 17] and dy-
namic bifurcations [14, 33], which deals with equivalent
problems, has been less utilized in the interpretation of
biological intracellular phenomena. The mechanism of
Speed-dependent Cellular Decision Making, initially pro-
posed in [11], and further advanced in [18], contributes
to the expansion of this field in biology. Here, we de-
veloped the framework further by testing the ability of
dynamically bifurcating systems to retain memory of ini-
tial conditions in the face of forward-reverse sweeping
through critical regions and heavy-tailed noise distribu-
tions. This systematic investigation is clearly in line with
the effects of complex signals that dictate encoded evolu-
tionary responses to environmental pressures. Moreover,
asymmetric heavy-tail Le´vy distributions have recently
been proposed as viable alternatives that naturally incor-
porate large deviations even at small noise amplitudes.
In order to analyse clearly all of the elements underlying
rate-dependent phenomena in fluctuating systems, we re-
sorted once more to the paradigmatic bi-stable potential
problem undergoing a supercritical Pitchfork bifurcation.
8This simple system was proven to exhibit similar charac-
teristics to representative intra-cellular circuits and con-
stituted a simple approach allowing for thorough compu-
tational tests.
Overall, sweeping through the critical region at dif-
ferent rates has different effects on correct branch iden-
tification when we start at different initial conditions
in forward-backwards dynamic bifurcations. Whereas a
slow passage through the critical region may help to pro-
cess the information carried by an external asymmetry
and, additionally, a gradual increase in sweeping rates de-
grades this sensitivity, this is only strictly true in forward
bifurcations from a monostability to a bi-stability region.
In forward-backwards sweeps, if the system starts at the
branch favoured by the external signal, monotonicity of
state selectivity with sweeping rate is not observed. A
region in the vicinity of sweeping rates close to 1 hinders
both the maintenance of memory of initial conditions and
the effect of external asymmetries. For initial conditions
not in the attractor basins of the state favoured by the
external signal the gradual tendency with sweeping rates
is similar to that observed in previous studies.
Moreover, it is the combination of sweeping speed
and noise distribution that allows for a robust mem-
ory of starting conditions. Heavy-tail distributions can
destroy all information encoded in an external signal if
the sweeping speed is not adapted to the starting point
and the amplitude of maximal deviation in a forward-
backwards dynamic bifurcation. Additional tests on
other bifurcations that can explain decision making in
biology [10, 21, 46] should also reveal specific balances
between bifurcation type, type of external signal and un-
expected rate-dependent effects contributing to correct
information processing in the face of large fluctuations.
Regarding the rate-dependent forward-reverse dy-
namic bifurcation as a mechanism for decision making,
we observed that, if sweeping speeds and amplitudes are
sufficiently low and high, respectively, this is fundamen-
tally a more efficient strategy for processing signals than
attractor to attractor transitions over potential barriers,
if the system is initially at a ”sub-optimal” position. The
latter decision making mechanism has been accepted in
the literature as a strategy used by bio-circuitry under
uncertainty. The field of dynamic bifurcations has been
less explored as a tool. Yet, as was proven in previous
work and in the present paper it is a viable alternative
that should be explored in real cellular networks.
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